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Although constant potential and constant charge density
The electrical potential distribution of a system containing mul- models are idealized descriptions, they are widely adopted

tiple charged surfaces with a general boundary condition is investi- for the purpose of a simpler mathematical treatment. In prac-
gated theoretically. Here, a surface can assume a constant poten- tice, various surface conditions can be assumed. These in-
tial /charge density, or an arbitrary combination of the two, i.e., a

clude, for example, charge-regulated surfaces (1–7) and sur-mixed boundary condition; the latter is of particular significance
faces of dynamic nature (8) . In these cases, a mixed bound-in practice. Typical example includes surfaces containing various
ary-valued problem, i.e., a certain combination of theionizable functional groups, charge-regulated surfaces, dynamic
potential and charge density is specified at surface, needs tosurface conditions, and patchwise charged surfaces. A systematic
be solved. An important special case of this type of problemiterative method is proposed for the resolution of the linearized

Poisson–Boltzmann equation governing the electrical potential is that which involves a nonuniform boundary condition (9–
distribution of the system under consideration. The sufficient and 12), such as patchwise distribution of surface charges (13).
necessary condition under which the method proposed is applica- In general, since the orthogonal property of the eigenfunc-
ble is discussed. Since the coefficients in the expression for the tions associated with the general solution of a PBE cannot
boundary condition at surface can be an arbitrary function, the be employed directly, solving a mixed boundary-valued
present problem is a generalized Robin problem. The conventional problem is nontrivial.
constant potential (Dirichlet) problem and constant surface

Previous efforts were mainly based on the interactionscharge (Neumann) problem can be recovered as special cases of
of two charged surfaces. Glendinning and Russel (14), forthe present model. A criterion is proposed to decide whether the
example, examined the electrostatic interaction between twoseparation distances between particles is appropriate for various
identical spheres under Debye–Huckle condition for the caseapproximate procedures, e.g., pairwise addition and linear super-
of fixed surface potential /charge density. A multipole expan-position. We show that a system containing a large number of

surfaces can be simulated by one which has relatively few surfaces. sion technique was used. Ohshima considered the potential
q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. distribution for a system that comprises two dissimilar

Key Words: Poisson–Boltzmann equation, linearized; multiple spheres both at constant surface potential (15, 16) and at
surfaces, charged; boundary conditions, general, mixed; multipole constant charge density (17). A reflection (Schwartz’s)
expansion technique; semianalytical solution, iterative procedure. method was adopted in these studies. A similar approach

was used in the analysis of the interaction between a hard
sphere and an ion-penetrable sphere (18). Carnie and Chan

I. INTRODUCTION (2) studied the interaction between two identical spherical
surfaces. The boundary conditions assumed include constantThe electrical potential distribution of a charged system
potential, constant charge density, and a linear combinationin an electrolyte solution is governed by the Poisson–Boltz-
of the two; a multipole expansion approach was used whichmann equation (PBE). The solution to this equation provides
was also applied to the case of constant potential /chargenecessary information for the estimation of the electrostatic
density (3, 14), and to the linearized charge-regulationinteractions between two charged surfaces. One of the key
model (1, 3) . The problem of two planar surfaces underfactors affecting the degree of difficulty to the resolution of
a linearized charge-regulation condition was discussed bya PBE is the type of boundary condition assigned. Often, a
Carnie and Chan (7). Prieve and Ruckenstein (5) analyzedcharged surface is assumed to remain either at constant po-
the nonlinear PBE for the case of two charge-regulated pla-tential or at constant charge density. The former leads to a
nar surfaces. The governing equation was solved numeri-

Dirichlet problem, and the latter to a Neumann problem.
cally. This approach was also adopted by Carnie et al. (6)
and applied to the problem of two interacting spherical parti-

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. cles with a charge-regulated surface.
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290 HSU AND TSENG

In the present study we consider the solution to the linear- where Rn and Cn are harmonic functions, and an , n Å 1, 2,
. . . , are constant, which satisfy the orthogonal relation over Vized PBE under a general boundary condition. An arbitrary

combination of potential and charge density can be specified
at a charged surface. This includes essentially all the possible
boundary conditions at the surface in the literature and in *

V

a(x)CnCi dV Å H0, n x i

constant, n Å i ,
[4]

practice. Also, the conventional analyses are extended to the
case of multiple charged surfaces. The goal is to develop a
systematic method for the resolution of a PBE. This is of

where a(x) is the weighting function. If the rate of conver-fundamental significance in the simulation of a dispersion
gence of the right-hand side of [3] is sufficiently fast, it canof charged entities.
be approximated by

II. THEORY

C É ∑
N

nÅ1

anRn(r)Cn(x) , [5]
The analysis is begun by considering a charged surface

V immersed in an electrolyte solution. Under the Debye–
Huckle condition, the distribution of the electrical potential where the coefficient an needs to be determined by the associ-
is described by (19, 20) ated boundary conditions. Substituting this expression into

[2] yields
Ç

2C Å C, [1]

f (x) ∑
N

nÅ1

anRn(r)Cn(x)where C Å eF /kT ; Ç2 is the Laplace operator; F and C are
the electrical potential and the corresponding dimensionless
form, respectively; k and e are, respectively, the Boltzmann / g(x) ∑

N

nÅ1

an
ÌRn(r)
Ìr

Cn(x) Å h(x) , (r , x) √ V. [6]
constant and the elementary charge; and T is the absolute
temperature. We consider a general boundary condition

Here, we assume that n is in the r direction. N linearly
independent equations can be generated from [4] and [6]f (x)C(r , x) / g(x)

ÌC(r , x)
Ìn

Å h(x) ,
which can be used to determine an , n Å 1, 2, . . . , N . We
have

(r , x) √ V [2]

r Å krI [2a] Fa 0 Ga Å h , [7]

x Å kxI [2b]
where

k Å
√

e 2 (i Z 2
i ni 0

ere0kT
, [2c]

a Å [a1 , a2 , . . ., aN] t [7a]

Fin Å *
V

a(x)Rn(r) f (x)Cn(x)Ci (x)dV [7b]where Zi and ni 0 are, respectively, the valence and the con-
centration of ion species i in the bulk liquid phase; er and
e0 are the relative permittivity of solution and the permittivity

Gin Å 0 *
V

a(x)
ÌRn(r)
Ìr

g(x)Cn(x)Ci (x)dV [7c]of a vacuum, respectively; and k denotes the reciprocal De-
bye length. Here, a symbol in boldface denotes a vector; ( r̃ ,
x̃) and (r , x) represent the position variable of an orthogonal hi Å *

V

a(x)h(x)Ci (x)dV [7d]
coordinate and the corresponding dimensionless form, re-
spectively, r being the radial distance; V is the surface do-
main; and n denotes its outer normal. The position vector In these expressions, a symbol in boldface sans serif is a
is decomposed into the radial distance r and other coordi- matrix, the superscript t denotes the matrix transpose, hi is
nates x . Under typical conditions, the solution to [1] takes the i th element of h , and Fin and Gin are the elements in the
the form i th row and n th column of F and G , respectively. Solving

[7] yields

C Å ∑
`

nÅ1

anRn(r)Cn(x) , [3]
a Å (F 0 G)01h . [8]
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291ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MULTIPLE CHARGED SURFACES

In practice if N is large, inverting (F 0 G) can be tedious,
and may encounter some numerical difficulty. Here, a gen-
eral iterative method is proposed.

A. Iterative Method

If F is invertible, [7] can be rewritten as

a Å h * / G *a , [9]

FIG. 1. Coordinates adopted for the case of two spheres.
where h* Å F01h and G * Å F01G . On the other hand, if F
is not invertible, [7] is first written as

solution. Multiplying both sides of [7] by a nonsingular
matrix S gives(F / M)a Å h / (G / M)a , [10]

where M is defined such that (F / M) is invertible. The SFa 0 SGa Å Sh . [16]
present iterative method can be summarized as below.

This expression can be rewritten asStep 1. Choose an arbitrary zeroth-order solutions, a0 .
The first-order solution, a1 , is obtained by substituting a0

into the right-hand side of [9] . We have a Å Sh / (I 0 S(F 0 G))a [17]

a1 Å h * / G *a0 . [11]
S is chosen to make the maximum absolute eigenvalue of
(I 0 S(F 0 G)) smaller than unity. If (F 0 G) is nonsingu-Step 2. Substituting a1 into the right-hand side of [9]
lar, it can be shown that such an S exists, and can be chosenyields the second-order solution, a2 . This leads to
as (F 0 G)01 / eI , provided that ÉeÉ is sufficiently small.

a2 Å h * / G *a1 Å h * / G *h * / G * 2a0 . [12]
B. Two Identical Spheres

If the above procedure is repeated, we obtain, at the k th
Let us consider the case illustrated in Fig. 1 with Ra1 Åstage,

Ra2 Å Ra , Ra1 and Ra2 being the radii of spheres 1 and 2,
respectively. The special cases that both surfaces remainak Å h * / G *h * / G * 2h * / rrr

at constant potential and at constant charge density were
/ G * k01h * / G * ka0 , [13] discussed by Glendinning and Russel (14), Carnie and Chan

(2), Carnie et al. (3) , and Ohshima (15, 16). For the present
case, [2] becomesand, therefore,

a` Å h * / G *h * / G * 2h * / G * 3h * / rrr. [14]
f (u1)C / g(u1)

ÌC
Ìr1

Å h(u1) , (r1 , u1) √ V1 [18a]

The sufficient and necessary condition for the right-hand
side of this expression to converge is that the maximum f (u2)C / g(u2)

ÌC
Ìr2

Å h(u2) , (r2 , u2) √ V2 , [18b]
absolute eigenvalue of G *, Él(G)Émax , is smaller than unity
(21). If this is satisfied, the solution to [7] is

where V1 and V2 represent the surfaces of spheres 1 and 2,
a Å ( I 0 G *)01h * Å ( I 0 F01G)01F01h respectively. Here we assume that the boundary condition

at the surface is independent of the f coordinate. The generalÅ (F 0 G)01h , [15]
solution to [1] subject to [18a] and [18b] takes the form

where I is the identity matrix. In other words, the asymptotic
result of the present iterative method is the exact solution [8].

C Å ∑
`

nÅ1

a1nr
01/2
1 Kn01/2 (r1)Pn01(cos u1)

A question arises as whether G * leads to a convergent
solution, and if such G * does not exist, can the solution
procedure be modified such that a convergent solution is / ∑

`

nÅ1

a2nr
01/2
2 Kn01/2 (r2)Pn01(cos u2) , [19]

retrievable. Suppose that G * does not lead a convergent
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where Kn01/2 and Pn01 are the scaled modified Bessel func- Rn(r) Å r01/2Kn01/2 (r) [20a]
tion and the normalized Legendre function defined as, re-
spectively, and

Kn01/2 (r) Å KO n01/2 (r) / (RO 01/2
a KO n01/2 (Ra)) [19a] Cn(x) Å Pn01(cos u) . [20b]

and The symmetric nature of the problem implies that a1n Å a2n

Å an , and [19] and [18a] lead to

Pn01(m) Å PO n01(m) / S*
1

01

(PO n01(m))2dmD1/2

. [19b]
∑
`

nÅ1

anxn(r1 , u1) / ∑
`

nÅ1

an£n(r2 , u2Ér1 , u1) Å h(u1) ,

(r1 , u1) √ V1 [21]In these expressions, K̂n01/2 is the modified Bessel function
of the second kind of order (n 0 1/2) , and P̂n01 is the
Legendre function of order (n 0 1) (22). We have with

xn(r1 , u1) Å H f (u1)r 01/2
1 Kn01/2 (r1) / g(u1)F Ìr 01/2

1 Kn01/2 (r1)
Ìr1

GJPn01(cos u1) [21a]

£n(r2 , u2Ér1 , u1) Å H f (u1)r 01/2
2 Kn01/2 (r2)Pn01(cos u2) / g(u1)F Ìr 01/2

2 Kn01/2 (r2)Pn01(cos u2)
Ìr1

GJ . [21b]

By referring to Fig. 1, we have
f1(u1)C / g1(u1)

ÌC
Ìr1

Å h1(u1) , (r1 , u1) √ V1

r2 Å
√
r 2

1 / L 2 0 2r1L cos(u1) [21c]
f2(u2)C / g2(u2)

ÌC
Ìr2

Å h2(u2) , (r2 , u2) √ V2 . [23]

u2 Å sin01S r1

r2

sin u1D . [21d]

The general solution of [1] can be expressed as [19]. In this
case, a1n x a2n , n Å 1, 2, 3, . . . . Substituting [19] into [23]

Equations [7b] – [7d] become, respectively, yields

hi Å *
1

01

Pi01(cos u1)h(u)d cos u [22a] ∑
`

nÅ1

a1nxn(r1 , u1) / ∑
`

nÅ1

a2n£n(r2 , u2Ér1 , u1) Å h1(u1) [24]

Fij Å *
1

01

Pi01(cos u1)xj(r1 , u1)d cos u [22b] ∑
`

nÅ1

a1n£n(r1 , u1Ér2 , u2) / ∑
`

nÅ1

a2nxn(r2 , u2) Å h2(u2) , [25]

and

where xn and £n are defined in [21a] and [21b], respectively.
Gij Å 0 *

1

01

Pi01(cos u1)£j(r2 , u2Ér1 , u1)d cos u. [22c] Expressing these relations in the form of [7] , we obtain

F1a1 0 G1a2 Å h1 [26]The special cases of constant surface potential and constant
surface charge density can be recovered from the present 0G2a1 / F2a2 Å h2 . [27]
model.

These expressions lead to
C. Two Different Spheres

Consider the case shown in Fig. 1 with Ra1 x Ra2 . We a1 Å Ih *1 / G12a2 [28]
assume that the boundary conditions at the surface associated
with [1] are a2 Å Ih *2 / G21a1 , [29]
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where h *1 Å F01
1 h1 , h *2 Å F01

2 h2 , G12 Å F01
1 G1 , and G21 Å

F01
2 G2 . Substituting [29] into [28] gives

a1 Å Ih *1 / G12h *2 / G12G21a1 . [30]

Applying the present iterative procedure, we obtain

a1 Å Ih *1 / G12h *2 / G12G21h *1

E0Å h *i

E1Å ∑
S

jÅ1
jxi

Gijh *j

E2Å ∑
S

xÅ1
xxi

∑
S

jÅ1
jxx

GixGxjh *j

E3Å ∑
S

xÅ1
xxi

∑
S

yÅ1
yxx

∑
S

jÅ1
jxy

GixGxyGyjh *j

:

p times

EpÅ∑
S

xÅ1
xxi

∑
S

yÅ1
yxx

∑
S

zÅ1
zxy

rrr ∑
S

jÅ1
jxw

GixGxyGyzrrrGwjh *j

. [35]

/ G12G21G12h *2 / rrr. [31]

Similarly,

a2 Å Ih *2 / G21h *1 / G21G12h *2

/ G21G12G21h *1 / rrr. [32]

A sufficient condition for [34] to converge is (Appendix A)The first term on the right-hand side of [31] can be inter-
preted as the influence of surface 1 on itself. The second
term represents the direct influence of surface 2 on surface \Gxy\s õ

1
S 0 1

, x , y Å 1, 2, . . ., S , x x y . [36]
1, the third term is an indirect influence of surface 1 on
itself, etc. Thus, Gij can be viewed as a signal transfer
matrix from surface j to surface i . If the influence of a It should be pointed out that this is a conservative condition,
surface to the other is small, then Él (Gij)Émax ! 1. The and is satisfied for the case of a dilute system. In this case,
solution to [26] and [27] can be approximated by [34] can be approximated by

ai Å h *i / ∑ Gijh *j / ∑ ∑ GixGxjh *j / rrr, [37]a1 Å h *1 / G12h *2 / G12G21h *1 ,

a2 Å h *2 / G21h *1 / G21G12h *2 . [33] where Gij and h *j are defined in Appendix B. Here, Gij is a
function of the orientations of spheres i and j , and h * is a
function of boundary condition. In f , g , and h in [2] areHere, Gij is a function of the radii of particles, the relative
constant, Gij is a function of the center-to-center vector de-position between them, and the boundary conditions speci-
fined by spheres i and j only. The performance of the presentfied at the surfaces. The right-hand sides of [31] and [32]
iterative method depends largely on whether Gij and h *j canconverge if Él(G12G21)Émax õ 1. It can be shown that if
be calculated efficiently. In any event, direct inversion of a\G12\s õ 1 and \G21\s õ 1, this is satisfied (Appendix A),
large matrix (if S is large) , if [8] is adopted, can be avoided.where \M\s denotes the maximal singular value of M .

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSIOND. Multiple Identical Spheres

The applicability of the present iterative method is exam-The result for two spheres can be extended directly to
ined by three examples. In the first example we consider themultiple spheres. For S identical spheres with relative posi-
spherical surface shown in Fig. 2. The following boundarytion between any two shown in Fig. 8, we have, on the basis
condition is assumed:of [24] – [32],

f (cos u)C/ g(cos u)
ÌC
Ìr
Å h(cos u) , rÅ Ra . [38]ai Å ∑

`

nÅ1

En , [34]

A charge-regulated surface may lead to this type of boundary
condition. For instance, the surface potential CS and thewhere En is the n th order contribution to ai defined by
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FIG. 2. Coordinates adopted for the case of single sphere.

surface charge density rS for a spherical charge-regulated
surface are related by (7)

FIG. 3. Assumed variations for f ( x) , — ; g(x) , ---, and h(x) , - r -,
in the numerical simulation.

rS(cos u)
0ere0kkT

Å ÌC
Ìr
Å N(C) , [39]

categories: analytical (e.g., orthogonal expansion) and nu-
merical (e.g., finite element) methods. The former is adopted

where mainly for linear governing equations and linear boundary
conditions, and the latter for nonlinear governing equations
and nonlinear boundary conditions. An orthogonal expan-N(C) Å C

dsinh(CN 0 CS)
1 / d cosh(CN 0 CS)

, [39a]
sion method which assumed that both f (r , x) and g(r , x)
in [2] are constant (1, 3, 7) was used. The key step of

C , d, and CN are constant. If [39a] is linearized around this approach is the transformation expressed in [41], which
C0(cos u) , we have simplifies significantly the analysis. If f (r , x) and/or g(r ,

x) are not constant, e.g., they are functions of angular posi-
tion, the orthogonal expansion technique is inapplicableÌN(C)

ÌC Z
CÅC0

C/ ÌC
Ìr
Å0N(C0)/ ÌN(C)

ÌC Z
CÅC0

C0 , [40] since [41] will lead to a more complicated problem than the
original one. On the other hand, this will not cause any
problem in the present analysis.

which is of the form of [38]. The solution to [1] subject to The second example is shown in Fig. 1. Here, we consider
[40] is [19] without the second term on its right-hand side. two different spherical surfaces. The contours of the electri-
Figure 3 shows the assumed variations of f , g , and h in cal potential distributions for two different center-to-center
[38], and the distribution of the dimensionless electrical
potential is illustrated in Fig. 4. The value of N in [3] is 10,
and the variation of an is presented in Fig. 5. In this example,
Él(F01G)Émax Å 35.737 ú 1 and Él(G01F)Émax Å 0.4924
õ 1. This implies that care must be taken in searching for
a convergent solution for a general mixed boundary-valued
problem. In this example, [9] must be rewritten as

a Å 0G01h / G01Fa .

If both Él(F01G)Émax and Él(G01F)Émax are greater than
unity, [16] and [17] need to be employed. As can be seen
from Fig. 5, the rate of convergence of the right-hand side
of [3] is fast, and [5] is appropriate. The charge-regulated
model has been examined extensively in the literature (e.g., FIG. 4. Distribution of the dimensionless electrical potential at surface

for the case of Fig. 3 with N Å 10 in [3] .(1–7)) . The approaches can be classified roughly into two
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FIG. 7. Contours of the electrical potential distribution for the case of
two spherical surfaces. Key: Same as Fig. 6, except that L Å 4.FIG. 5. Variation of the coefficient an in [3] for the case of Fig. 4.

distances L are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. These figures first kind of order (m 0 1/2) (14). This takes the advantage
suggest that, for the same number of iterations, the greater that Pm01(cos u1) and Pm01(cos u2) , m Å 1, 2, . . . , are
the L , the better the performance of the present method. This orthogonal functions on V1 and on V2 , respectively. For the
is because Él(G12G21)Émax decreases with the increase in L . case shown in Fig. 1, the harmonic function r 01/2

2

In other words, the influence of a surface on the other dimin- K̂n/1/2 (r2) P̂n(cos u2) can be expressed in terms of (r1 , u1)
ishes with the increase in L , as expected. In this example, as (14)
the evaluations of G1 and G2 through the surface integrals
defined in [28] and [29] are tedious. This difficulty can be r 01/2

2 KO n/1/2 (r2)PO n(cos u2)
circumvented by replacing r 01/2

2 Kn01/2 (r2)Pn01(cos u2) with
the infinite series (`

mÅ1 r 01/2
1 Im01/2 (r1)Pm01(cos u1) , and Å ∑

`

mÅ0

(2m / 1)Bnmr 01/2
1 IO m/1/2 (r1)PO m(cos u1)

r 01/2
1 Kn01/2(r1)Pn01(cos u1) by (`

mÅ1 r 01/2
2 Im01/2(r2)Pm01

(cos u2) , where Im01/2 is the modified Bessel function of the n Å 0, 1, . . ., [41]

where

Bnm Å ∑
`

£Å0

A £

nm(p /2)L01/2KO n/1/2 (L) [41a]

A £

nm Å

G(n 0 £ / 1/2)G(m 0 £ / 1/2)
1 G(£ / 1/2)(n / m 0 £)!

1 (n / m 0 2£ / 1/2)
pG(m / n 0 £ / 3/2)(n 0 £)!

1 (m 0 £)!£!

. [41b]

G(x) is the Gamma function.
In the third example, a system that comprises three identi-

cal spheres is considered. Two cases are examined: the dis-
tance between any two spheres is the same, and the relative
positions of spheres are arbitrary. The performance of the
present iterative method for these cases is illustrated in Figs.
9 and 10. In the first case, \G12\s Å \G13\s Å \G23\s Å 0.2854FIG. 6. Contours of the electrical potential distribution for the case of
õ 0.5, and [36] is satisfied. Figure 9 shows that the rate oftwo spherical surfaces. Key: Ra1 Å 1; Ra2 Å 2; L Å 3.3; CS,1 Å 1; and CS,2

Å 2; — , results based on [8]; ---, results based on [31] and [32]. convergence of the iterative solution is very fast: the devia-
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FIG. 8. Coordinates adopted for the case of multiple surfaces.

tion of the third-order solution is on the order of 5%. In the based on Fig. 9 can be drawn from Fig. 10. Note that, since
the average center-to-center distance between two spherescase of Fig. 10, \G12\s Å 0.2842, \G13\s Å 0.0288, and \G23\s

Å 0.2042, and [36] is satisfied. A conclusion similar to that is greater than that in Fig. 9, the rate of convergence is

FIG. 9. Performance of the present iterative method for the case of three identical spheres with Ra Å 1, CS Å 1, and Q Å 5 in [B2]. The centers
are located at (0, 0, 0) , (1.25, 1.25

√
3, 0) , and (2.5, 0, 0) , the center-to-center distance between any two spheres is the same. Only the result for one

of the spheres is shown. (a) Result based on [8]; (b) third-order solution; (c) second-order solution; (d) first-order solution.
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FIG. 10. Performance of the present iterative method for the case of three identical spheres with Ra Å 1, CS Å 1, and Q Å 5 in [B2]. The centers
are located arbitrarily at (0, 3, 2) , (1.25, 1.25

√
3, 0) , and (2.5, 0, 1) . Only the result for one of the spheres is shown. (a) Result based on [8]; (b)

third-order solution; (c) second-order solution; (d) first-order solution.

faster. It should be pointed out that, although a multipole Ritz method with weighting function Ci (x) , an approach
often employed in finite element (24).expansion technique has been used widely in the area of

fluid mechanics (e.g., (25, 26)) , it was adopted only for the As shown in [15], the asymptotic result of the present
iterative method is the same as that obtained by a directcase of two particles (e.g., (1, 3, 14–17)) in the discussion

of charged surfaces in electrolyte solutions. This is because matrix inversion, [8] . As the number of charged surfaces S
increases the latter becomes inefficient due to the difficulty[41] is applicable in this case. If more than two particles are

considered, the electrical potential is a function of azimuthal of inverting a large matrix, and can be inaccurate due to
round-off errors. On the other hand, these problems are notposition, and the transformation, [41], becomes meaning-

less. On the other hand, the present iterative method is still present in the former. The matrix dimension involved in the
present iterative method depends on the dimension of theapplicable.

As shown in [14] and [15], the present iterative method signal transfer matrix Gij , not on S , a highly desirable prop-
erty. Furthermore, solving [7] by taking matrix inversion,can be viewed as an expansion of ( I 0 G *) into an infinite

series. It is equivalent to the reflection method often adopted although giving a solution directly, provides no physical
meaning. In contrast, the present iterative procedure yieldsfor the case of two interacting surfaces. For example, [41]

was used by Ohshima (15) to obtain an explicit analytic new insights into the problem under consideration. These
include the following: ( i) A signal transfer matrix Gij , thesolution for the case of two spherical surfaces at constant

potential /charge density in the form of an infinite series. most significant parameter of the problem, is defined, and a
multiple-particles problem reduces to a two-particles prob-The same result can be derived from [31] and [32]. To

obtain an explicit solution through the reflection method, lem. (ii ) A criterion is proposed to decide whether the sepa-
ration distances between surfaces are appropriate for varioushowever, requires expressing the coordinates of one surface

to those of the other. This is extremely tedious, if not impos- approximate procedures. For example, if any two surfaces
are separated far enough, since \Gij\s is small, [37] can besible, for the cases of irregular surfaces, multiple surfaces,

and mixed boundary condition problems. In a previous study approximated by
(23), [6] was solved for the case of a single charged surface
on the basis of minimum two-norm. The treatment expressed

ai É hi / ∑ Gijhj . [42]in [7] and [8], on the other hand, is a weighted residual or
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In this case, the dimensionless surface potential of the i th These expressions imply that the interaction energy of the
system under consideration can be estimated in a pairwise-sphere, CS,i and the corresponding dimensionless surface

charge density, rS,i , can be calculated by, respectively, addition manner. Furthermore, if \Gij\s ! 1, then

ai É hi . [50]CS,i É ∑ Lijaj [43]

Equations [43] and [50] suggest that a linear superposition
and approximation is satisfactory. ( iii ) If the condition shown

in [36] is satisfied, a system containing a large number of
particles can be simulated by one which has relatively fewrS,i É ∑ 0ÌLij

Ìri

aj Å ∑ Sijaj , [44]
particles. This is because if the i th and the j th surfaces are
separated far enough, \Gij\s is small, and the contribution of
the latter to the former in [35] can be neglected.where

APPENDIX ALij Å [R1(rj)C1(cos(uj) , fj) , R2(rj)

The singular value of G with dimension m 1 n , s, is1 C2(cos(uj) , fj) , . . ., RN(rj)CN(cos(uj) , fj)] . [45]
defined as the positive square root of the eigenvalue of GtG ,
if m§ n , or GGt , if m£ n . The maximum and the minimumHere Rn(rj) and Cn(cos(uj) , fj) , n Å 1, 2, . . . , N , are
singular values of G are denoted as \G\s and \G\i , respec-defined in Appendix B, and rj , uj , and fj are defined in
tively. \G\s satisfies (27)[B11]. Lij and Sij can be interpreted, respectively, as a poten-

tial transfer matrix and a charge transfer matrix from the j th
surface to the i th surface. Since the influence of a surface \G\s Å sup

xx0

\Gx\

\x\
, [A1]

on itself is greater than that on the others, \Lij\s , \Sij\s , and
\Gij\s are small, and are of order o 1 . Substituting [42] into

where \x\ is the two-norm of x ; i.e., \x\ Å
√

(i x 2
i , xi being[43] and [44], we obtain

the i th component of x . The absolute eigenvalue of G ,
Él(G)É, is bounded by \G\i and \G\s , i.e.,Ci Å Liihi / ∑

jxi

(LiiGij / Lij)hj / o 2 [46]

\G\i £ Él(G)É £ \G\s . [A2]
ri Å Siihi / ∑

jxi

(SiiGij / Sij)hj / o 2 . [47]

Furthermore, if G and H are dimensional compatible (GH
exists) , thenThe first and the second terms on the right-hand sides of

these expression denote, respectively, the zeroth-order and
\GH\s £ \G\s\H\s . [A3]the first-order approximations. The electrical interaction free

energy of the i th surface for the case of constant potential
Let us consider the expressionis

Tij Å ∑
S

xÅ1
xxi

∑
S

yÅ1
yxx

∑
S

zÅ1
zxy

rrr ∑
S

jÅ1
jxw

GixGxyGyz rrr Gw j . [A4]Ve Å S01
2 * CS,irS,i dViD 0 S01

2 * CS,irS,i (`)dViD
Suppose that \Gij\s õ e, i , j Å 1, 2, . . . , S , and e is someÅ ∑

jxi

01
2

CS,i * (SiiGijhj / Sijhj)dVi , [48]
small positive number. If there are k summations on the
right-hand side of [A4], then [A3], [A4], and the inequality

and for the case of constant charge density is
\G / H\s £ \G\s / \H\s [A5]

imply thatVe Å S1
2 * CS,irS,i dViD 0 S1

2 * CS,i (`)rS,i dViD
\Tij\s £ (S 0 1) ke k . [A6]

Å ∑
jxi

1
2
rS,i * (LiiGijhj / Lijhj)dVi . [49]

Therefore, if e õ 1/(S 0 1), then \Tij\s õ 1.
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APPENDIX B For the case of a constant-potential surface,

Consider a charged sphere with boundary condition at the xm Å Rm(ri )Cm(mi , fi )
surface

£n Å Rn(rj)Cn(mj , fj)

f (m, f)C / g(m, f)
ÌC
Ìr
Å h(m, f) [B1]

Fmn Å H2p, m Å n

0, m x n ,
[B10]

immersed in an electrolyte solution. The distribution of the
dimensionless electrical potential can be expressed as

where the coordinates (ri , ui , fi ) and (rj , uj , fj) are defined
in Fig. 8. We haveC(r , u, f) Å ∑

`

qÅ0

∑
q

pÅ0q

apqr
01/2Kq/1/2 (r)P ÉpÉ

q

1 (cos u)exp( ipf)
rj Å F rjx

rjy

rjz

G
Oj

Å rj i / ri Å COj ,OHF rji,x

rj i,y

rj i,z

G
OÉ ∑

Q

qÅ0

∑
q

pÅ0q

apqr
01/2Kq/1/2 (r)P ÉpÉ

q

1 (cos u)exp( ipf) , [B2]
/ CO ,OiF ri sin(ui )cos(fi )

ri sin(ui )sin(fi )
ri cos(ui )

G
Oi

J [B11a]

where i Å
√
01. This expression can be rewritten as

rj Å
√
r 2

jx / r 2
jy / r 2

j z [B11b]C Å ∑
N

nÅ1

anRn(r)Cn(m, f) , [B3]

fj Å tan01(y /x) [B11c]
where m Å cos(u) , an Å apq , n Å ( q01

kÅ0 (2k / 1) / (p / uj Å cos01(z /rj) . [B11d]
q / 1), Rn Å Kq/1/2 (r) , and Cn Å P ÉpÉ

q (cos u)exp( ipf) .
We define Here [:]H represents the position vector based on coordinate

system H , CH ,H = is the coordinate transform matrix from H *Gij Å F01G [B4]
to H . Oj , Oi , and O are the coordinate systems characterized
by (xj , yj , zj) , (xi , yi , zi ) , and (x , y , z) , respectively. Theh *j Å F01hj . [B5]
hj in [B5] is defined as

The elements of F and G are defined by

Fmn Å *
1

01
*

2p

0

xm(ri , mi , fi )C*m (mi , fi )dfi dmi ,
hj Å

hj,1

hj,2

:

hj,N

, [B12a]

(ri , mi , fi ) √ Vi , [B6]

Gmn Å 0 *
1

01
*

2p

0

£n(rj , mj , fjÉri , mi , fi )C*m (mi , fi ) where

1 dfi dmi , m , n Å 1, 2, . . . , N , [B7]
hj,n Å *

2p

0
*

1

01

hi (mi , fi )C*n (mi , fi )dmi dfi ,

where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate, and
n Å 1, 2, . . . , N . [B12b]

xn(r1 , u1) Å H f (mi , fi )Rn(ri ) / g(mi , fi )
For the case of a constant-potential surface, [B12b] leads
to

1 F ÌRn(ri )
Ìri

GJCn(mi , fi ) [B8]
hj,1 Å 2p

√
2CS [B13a]

hj,n Å 0, n Å 2, 3, . . . , N . [B13b]
£n(rj , mj , fjÉri , mi , fi ) Å H f (mi , fi )Rn(rj)Cn(mj , fj)
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